
stricturotome it was quite evident that some constriction had been
relieved because a large probe or bougie, previously impassable, then
entered the duct without undue force being required to make it do so.

Summary
The results of 33 stricturotomy operations are analysed, and the

causes of failure detailed.
Modifications of the French technique are suggested.
Its advantages compared with other methods of treating lacrimal

obstruction are discussed.

The writer wishes to express his grateful appreciation to Mr. John
Foster of Leeds, for introduction to the method and the reference
quoted, and correspondence on the subject, also for permission to
publish these cases treated in his clinic.
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ANNOTATIONS

Areopagitical

"Areopagitica: a speech for the liberty of unlicensed printing"
was published by Milton in 1664 as an answer to an order in
Parliament that " no book, pamphlet, or paper should be henceforth
printed, unless the same was first approved and licensed by such,
or at least by one of such, as shall be thereto appointed.

"Give me," said Milton, " the liberty to know, to utter, and to
argue freely according to conscience, above all other liberties.

This was the beginning of a campaign for freedom of the press
which ended in 1695, when William the Third ratified the bill for
ending censorship. Everyone who writes or publishes owes a debt
to Milton. Had we been editing the British Journal of Ophthal-
mology three hundred years ago we tremble to think of what might
have happened to us after the publication of any particular number.
Doubtless we should have been acquainted with the pillory, our
nose might have been slit, our ears cut off, we might have been
flogged at the cart tail from our domicile or consulting room to the
printers' offices every other month; and the fines demanded of us
would have soon landed us in the Fleet, or debtor's prison. But,
happily for us, these barbarities are a thing of the past. And though
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the censorship was revived during the War years, these penalties
were not. This Journal was indebted to the Censor and his depart-
ment for advice and assistance on many occasions.

Milton's sonorous sentence might well form the motto of all
printing offices.

Mister or Doctor
In England it has long been the custom to address a surgeon as

"Mister." This doubtless had its origin in times when surgery was
practised only by the barber surgeons and was untouched by
physicians. Samuel Johnson derives the word " mister " from the
French word for a craft, iniestier, the mystery of -, in our case
the mystery of the barber surgeons. In 1215 Pope Innocent III
prohibited ecclesiastics from undertaking surgical operations on the
view that " Ecclesia abhorret a sanguine." However, the church in
later years took to burnings and all the horrors of the Inquisition.

Towards the end of the last century some difficulty in this matter
of address arose with the advent of the specialties which require
both surgical and medical attention, for instance, gynaecology. At
first a gynaecologist was called " Doctor," more recently the
younger generation seem to prefer " Mister." In Scotland, and
.indeed elsewhere in the world, ophthalmologists are addressed as
"IDoctor," and this seems more proper than " Mister," for in the
case of most ophthalmologists the surgical work of their practice is
appreciably less than the medical work they do.
The pathologist retains the title of " Doctor" and this differ-

entiates his academic and medically qtialified status from the
laboratory technician who in these democratic days may insist upon
the address of " Mister " instead of " George." With the approach-
ing state service and its plans to include optical practitioners (it
seems that this is the last title they prefer to "consulting ophthal-
mic optometrists," " ophthalmic opticians," and so on) that
in England we might conform to the custom of other countries and
call the medically qualified eye practitioner ' Doctor." Strictly
speaking medical men should not be called " Doctor" unless they
possess this University degree (which many ophthalmologists do)
but it has been the practice in this country to accord this as a
courtesy mode of address to any qualified man or woman practising
medicine, regardless of whether the qualification is a bachelor of
medicine and surgery or a diploma of the Colleges of Physicians
and Surgeons. It would seem that now is the time to decide this
point of whether the professional address of ophthalmologists might
be altered to "Doctor."
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